Art:
Children will develop their drawing and
painting skills and be inspired by the work
of: Alfred Wallis, L.S Lowry, Abigail Mill
and Cezanne.
We will also focus on still life created from
seaside objects.

P.E:
We will be following the Lancashire
guidelines.
Sporting tournaments will feature
throughout the term with Mr
Stanton and Miss Hall.
Sports day will take place in July.

D.T:
The children will learn about different seaside attractions such as lighthouses, illuminations, puppet shows and fairground rides.
This will link to our Science topics.

Music:
Children will put on a Punch and Judy show
for children in KS1. They will compose their
own music and include some well-known seaside songs. Year 6 will be focusing on their
end of year performance.

History:
Children will make comparisons and
analyse trends between the different periods, focusing primarily on
the period from the Victorian era
to the present day.

Geography:
We will study the physical and human geography of a seaside town
and compare it with our local area
through the use of maps, images
and other sources of geographical
information.
During the Summer term we will planning
through a key topic. Our key topic for this
term is The Seaside and most subjects will
feature sensible links to the topic.

Science:
Year 5 will be studying forces. We will be finding
the effects of air resistance, friction and gravity.
Year 6 will focus on electricity. They will construct
simple series circuits and learn how to represent a
simple circuit in a diagram using recognised symbols.

R.E Christianity
PSHE Life Education Bus
Changes and decisions
ICT Online safety.
Leaflets/brochures for British
holiday destinations.

Numeracy:
Miss Sagar will be following the
new framework for numeracy.
Literacy:
Mrs Johnson will be revising key
concepts in SPAG and will also be
focusing on short stories with
flashbacks.

